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Abstract. This paper considers methods for estimating the mutual time
delay of broadband signals recorded by satellites based multi-position
systems for determining the location of a radiation source. All methods
considered are based on modified algorithms for calculating the ambiguity
function. The presented algorithms are based on the extraction of narrowband channels from the studied signals and their further optimal
processing. The reliability criterion for mutual time delay estimation by the
presented methods was evaluated. Based on the results and analysis of
computational efficiency, viability of methods considered and their
modifications was determined.

One of the most relevant applications of the radio sources location determining methods is
their use for location and navigation problems solving based on multi-position space-based
systems. Development of passive satellite multi-position systems for radio communication
and navigation, which are operating under conditions of a priori uncertainty in signal
parameters, has a particular interest.
The range-difference method is one of the most common methods for radio sources
location determining, which involves the problem of estimating the propagation mutual
time delays of the emitted signal distorted copies. Signals propagate through different
channels under conditions of a low signal to noise ratio [1]. Modern communication
systems use broadband and ultra-wideband signals, which can increase the stability of data
transmission to noise, as well as improve the reliability of information transmission
channels in difficult conditions of signal propagation.
Traditionally, the mutual time delay estimating problem is solved using correlation
methods [2]. In particular, in the presence of a frequency shift of the spectra of the received
signals due to the Doppler Effect, time delays are estimated based on the calculation and
analysis of the mutual uncertainty function of the received signals [3]:


A , f    s1 t   s2* t   exp  j 2ft dt .

(1)



The position of the main maximum of the mutual uncertainty function (1) allows us to
determine the mutual signal delay and Doppler frequency shift:
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, f *  arg max A , f  .

(2)
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If the band of the received signal B << f0 (f0 is the carrier frequency), then the signal is
narrowband (for example, phase-shifted signals used in GPS protocols). In that case the
scaling of the spectrum can be neglected in comparison with the Doppler frequency shift
and compensation of this shift can be made by direct mutual uncertainty function
calculation (2). In the case when the signals are broadband (B ~ 0.1f0 [4]), the spectrum
scaling can no longer be neglected, and the mutual uncertainty function does not provide
reliable estimates of signals mutual time delay, due to the side maxima become comparable
in magnitude with the main maximum.
To increase the efficiency of wideband signals mutual time delay estimating, a modified
algorithm for calculating the mutual uncertainty function was proposed in [5]. The
algorithm is based on the preselecting of narrow-band channels with a central frequency fk
and spectral bandwidth Bk. The frequencies fk can correspond to the center frequencies of
the physical frequency channels (for example in the case of frequency hopping signals [6]),
but in the general case they can be arbitrary within the band of the received signals. It is
advisable to choose the width of the spectral band of narrow-band channels so that the
Doppler scaling of this spectral band is negligible for the application of the algorithm for
calculating the mutual uncertainty function (Bk << f0).
For the obtained narrow-band signals S1,k and S2,k an algorithm for calculating the
mutual uncertainty function can be applied, since the effect of the spectrum scaling in the
selected channels can be neglected.
It should be noted that the signals in the allocated narrow-band frequency channels are
characterized by either a low transmission rate compared to the received signals (in the case
of signals with OFDM modulation), or a short information part duration (in the case of
frequency hopping signals [6]), in addition to low signal to noise ratio. The main maximum
of the mutual uncertainty function of these signals will still be characterized by weak
distinguishability. To increase the distinguishability of the main maximum, an algorithm is
proposed based on averaging the "sections" of mutual uncertainty functions in narrow-band
channels.
As a “section” of the mutual uncertainty function, we can consider a set of samples
taken at a fixed value of the frequency shift, delivering a maximum to the absolute value of
the mutual uncertainty function. In this case, two options are possible for summation the
“sections” of the uncertainty function: coherent (summation of complex samples) and
incoherent (summing the modules of samples).
In the case of coherent summation, the resulting distribution of the mutual uncertainty
function values modules over the sections will take the form:
 

CSS       s1,k t   s2*,k t    exp  j 2f *t dt
k 1 
f * arg max Ak
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where k is the number of the frequency channel, sk(t) is the mutual uncertainty function
section, M is the number of frequency channels (and, accordingly, FIR filters), necessary to
obtain a high distinguishability of the main maximum of the uncertainty function.
Similarly for incoherent summation:
M
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The disadvantage of this approach to constructing uncertainty function sections is the
need for a full calculation of the body of uncertainty, which requires large amounts of
memory. Another approach, requiring significantly smaller amounts of memory, is based
on the formation of the mutual uncertainty function sections by sets of maximum values
modules in the Fourier distribution for each value of the time shift between the signals.
Similarly, the resulting distributions can be obtained using coherent and incoherent
summation. In the case of coherent summation, the resulting distribution is defined as:
CSMS   
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In the case of incoherent summation:
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Fig. 1. The resulting uncertainty function sections a) CSS (5); b) ISS (6); c) CSMS (7); d) ISMS (8).

For the proposed algorithms, a study was made of the resulting distributions main
maximum distinguishability obtained by expressions (3), (4), (5), (6). The study was
performed for broadband OFDM signals (spectrum width - 420 MHz, minimum frequency 20 MHz, maximum frequency - 440 MHz, the number of frequency channels - 20, signalto-noise ratio -5 dB) (Figure 1). The distinguishability criterion of the main maximum can
be estimated according to the expression:
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,

(7)

N 1

1
 (Qi   Q ) 2
N i 0

where N is the number of samples in the section, Q is the resulting section.
Table 1 shows the values of the average distinguishability criterion (7) for the resulting
functions constructed according to the considered algorithms.
Table 1. Average distinguishability criterion values.
Algorithm

Criterion value

CSS (3)

21.9±1.5

CSMS (5)

8.0±1.5

ISS (4)

26.4±1.6

ISMS (6)

33.2±1.5

This study allows us to conclude that it is advisable to use the algorithm of averaging
sections in the case of analysis of a variety of mutual uncertainty function with maximum
of insufficient distinguishability. The summation of the complex values of the uncertainty
function sections without taking into account additional information about the signals phase
in the allocated narrow-band channels and taking into account the possible phase delays of
the signals during band pass filtering does not give a noticeable improvement in the
distinguishability of the main maximum. In addition, coherent summation imposes stringent
requirements on the accuracy of compensation for the frequency shifts of the signal spectra.
Also a based on the proposed algorithms study of the correct mutual time delay
determining probability dependence on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was made. The
probability of correct mutual time delay determining calculated based on statistical
modeling. The decision threshold for signal detection (based on the distinguishability
criterion (7)) was determined based on the Neumann-Pearson criterion. The results of the
study are presented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The dependence of the correct time delay determining probability on the SNR:
1 – Mutual uncertainty function;
2 – Mutual uncertainty function with division into narrow-band channels (ISMS (6)).
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The obtained result indicates a significant improvement of the efficiency to signals with
a small SNR (up to -7 dB) compared with the classical method of constructing and
analyzing the mutual uncertainty function.
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